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• Philosophical and theoretical underpinnings 

• Mental disorder and recovery as an occupational 
processes

• Break

• Modes of occupational engagement

• Exploring the relationship between interpersonal and 
occupational engagement 

Study Background

• Aimed to explore the experience and meaning of occupational 
engagement for people recovering from mental illness

• A phenomenological study

• Recovery narratives collected from 13 participants

• Transcribed interviews were analysed using hermeneutic 
philosophy

Views of Mental Disorder & Recovery

•What are the people who access mental health 
services recovering from? 

•What does the process of recovery involve?

An Occupational Perspective 

“Our body is not merely so many pounds of flesh and bone 
figuring as a machine, with an abstract mind or soul added 
to it. 

[Our mind-body is] an organism that maintains and 
balances itself in the world of reality and actuality by 
being in active life and in active use 

… It is a self-guiding, energy transformer … and in harmony 
with its own nature and the nature about it. It is the use 
that we make of ourselves that gives the ultimate 
stamp to our every organ … which constitutes the real 
world of a living being” (p. 639-40).

(Adolf Meyer, [1921] 1977)

A focus on Being-in-the-World

Our being-in-the-world is not so much a spatial relation, but 
rather it indicates the way in which human beings relate to other 
human and non-human entities in a familiar world of 
involvement.                                             

• (Heidegger, 1962)

•

[Our] attention should neither be put on the individual nor on the 
surrounding, but just on the intertwining – the interwoven 
tapestry between the body and the world. In this more or less 
diffuse space new combinations constantly appear. Something 
new is created all the time with the point of departure in the very 
bodily intercourse with the world around. 

• (Frykman & Gilje, 2003, p. 42)
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Occupation as a Process

Occupation = 

a) The state of being held

b) The act or process of taking hold
occupation. (n.d.). Dictionary.com Unabridged (v 1.1). Retrieved July 17, 2008, from Dictionary.com website: 

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/occupation

Occupation = doing+being+becoming+belonging

Core or ‘Embodied’ Self    (Damasio, 2003)

• Based on a the neural systems responsible for body representation 
and emotion 

(eg. hunger, thirst, fear, pleasure, disgust, arousal, pain)

• Converges in the insula

• Provides individual stability and continuity over time -serves as a 
mental reference within the conscious mind

• In phenomenology - called embodied attunement or mood

Core or ‘Embodied’ Self and Occupation
doing+being+becoming+belonging

being
attunement

being held 
(occupied)

world
possibilities

taking hold
(occupying)

Externalisation 

Internalisation

Extended or ‘Narrative’ Self  (Damasio, 2003) 

• Relates to personhood and identity

• Translates embodied experience in to language and ‘emotion’ 
into ‘feelings’ 

• We develop narrative scripts which provide coherence and 
meaning in life

• Possible because of humans’ capacity for language, abstract 
thought, empathy, converting feelings to intensions etc…

• Allows an overall sense of Doing, Being, Becoming & Belonging 

Extended or ‘Narrative’ Self and Occupation
Doing+Being+Becoming+Belonging

Externalisation

Internalisation

Being
Narrative Script

Being Held 
(occupied)

World
Possibilities

Taking Hold
(occupying)

Embodied 
Experience of 
doing-being-

belonging-
becoming 

Mediated by: 
Occupational  Opportunities 

Occupational Form  & 
Occupational Patterns 

Language & Reflection 

Creation of a 
coherent Narrative 

of Doing-Being-
Belonging-
Becoming

http://dictionary.reference.com/browse/occupation
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Mental Illness as Coming ‘Undone’

Un-doing

The gradual or sudden 
disruption of the dynamic 
interplay of self and world, 
resulting in the unravelling of 
fibres, threads, strands and 
overall patterns of occupation 
that make up the fabric of 
everyday life.

The Weakening of Activity Fibres

Because my mind is confused, I can’t concentrate on the 
alphabetical order of the phone book, the small print of the phone 
book, and the street numbers become confused. I can’t sort of 
explain how it is for me, everything just becomes confused, even 
taking a walk to the shops becomes confused - do I really know 
the route… you know? It is just a general confused way of 
thinking. I had a fear of the supermarket and still have. I still 
can’t go because there is so much to choose from, I can’t make 
the decisions and I get too confused. 

The Unravelling of Activity Threads

I used to love gardening…As time went on, I don’t know what 
happened, I really lost interest. I brought some plants and I let 
them die, and that is just unlike me, so I don’t know what 
happened. 

I did have one bad experience where I was going to chop part of a 
tree out. I looked over, and I thought the people next door were 
talking about me. I had never had that kind of feeling in my life 
before, but it is galvanised with gardening in my head now and I 
went inside and couldn’t do it. 

The Tearing of Role Strands

That was a very traumatic, painful time in my life. Not so much 
the marriage breaking up, but handing my children to their father 
to look after. I could no longer look after them, because I couldn’t 
look after myself. It was a very painful time… 

Here is a woman who had been to University, got a degree, 
teaching secondary school and all of a sudden, I was a crazed 
woman. It destroyed my teaching career in a way because I 
couldn’t handle stress anymore and teaching is very stressful

The Falling Apart of Overall Patterns

The structure of my day, if I was manic, would go out the 
window. I wouldn’t be able to hold fast to it. You just do bizarre 
crazy things all day, you forget to eat, and you forget to sleep. I 
can go 3 days without sleep, doing things. I can remember one 
day I didn’t have a vacuum cleaner, so I spent all day picking up 
grit from the carpet and putting it in a little bowls and then I 
would tip it all out again and start again, it was crazy. 

Undoing and the Disruption of Being

Something has happened to me - I do not know what. 
All that was my former self has crumbled and fallen 
together and a creature has emerged of whom I know 
nothing. She is a stranger to me....She is not real – she 
is not I…she is I… 

… and because I still have myself on my hands, even 
if I am a maniac, I must deal with me somehow. 

(Jefferson as cited in Estroff, 1997, p. 40)
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(Spirit-breaking)

Vicious Cycle

Strengths

Vulnerabilities

Map of the Journey of Re-coveryAdapted from:

© Patte Randal (2006)

Maternal Environment

Genetics/temperament

Occupational 

Development

Distress/ 

Undoing

Thoughts/feelings/actions/body sensations

Occ. Crisis 

Resilience / Strength and Inherent Vulnerability of Being Human

Stress/Vulnerability

Including 

Acquired Vulnerability

More  Distress 

/ Undoing

Environmental

Facilitators and 

Barriers

Occupational 

deprivation, 

alienation, injustice

(adapted from Randal et al., 2009)

Occupational Vulnerability

• What types of occupational crises do 
people with mental health issues face?

• What factors create and maintain ‘vicious’ 
occupational patterns for people with 
mental health issues?

• Occupational coercion, deprivation, 
alienation, marginalisation, imbalance?

Perspectives on Recovery

• Recovery as illness management

• Recovery as psychological adjustment

• Recovery as social re-integration

• Recovery as a spiritual or existential journey

• Recovery as an occupational process?

Recovery Process

• Developmental

• Transactional

• Cyclical

• Subjective

• Meaningful

• Integrative

• Hope

• Empowerment

• Identity

• Social Connectedness

• Meaning 

(Leamy et al, 2012)

Recovery Themes

(Spirit-breaking)

Vicious Cycle

Strengths

Vulnerabilities

Map of the Journey of Re-covery
Spiritual Context: Being, Becoming, Belonging 

Adapted from:

© Patte Randal (2006)

Maternal Environment

Genetics/temperament

Occupational 

Development

Distress/ 

Undoing

Thoughts/feelings/actions/body sensations

Occ. Crisis 

Resilience / Strength and Inherent Vulnerability of Being Human

TRAUMA (Physical / Emotional / Sexual abuse / Neglect / Bullying / Invalidation / War / Natural Disaster)

Stress/Vulnerability

Including 

Acquired Vulnerability

Strengths

(Hope-inducing)

Vulnerabilities

Victorious Cycle

More  Distress 

/ Undoing

Opportunity

Integration 

Through Doing 

Environmental

Facilitators and 

Barriers

Occupational 

opportunities & 

support

(adapted from Randal et al., 2009)

Occupational Resilience

• What types of occupational opportunities are most 
powerful for people with mental health issues?

• What factors create and maintain ‘victorious’ 
occupational patterns for people living with mental 
health issues?

• Occupational engagement that is freely chosen, 
accessible, meaningful, socially connected, balanced?
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Recovery through Everyday Doing

 Everyday occupation is a significant medium for and

outcome of the recovery process

“Recovery in mental illness is made up of the same

innumerable small acts of living we all enjoy; these

strategies focus on activities like walking a dog,

playing with a child, sharing a meal with a friend,

listening to music, or washing dishes...”

 (Davidson & Roe, 2007)

Recovery Process

•Developmental

•Transactional

•Cyclical

•Subjective

•Meaningful

•Integrative

•Occupational development

•Occupational dynamics

•Occupational patterns

•Occupational experience

•Occupational meaning

•Coherence in occupational values,  
engagement, identity & lifestyle

Occupational Factors  

The Integrating Power 
of Occupation

• Biomedical

• Psychological

• Socio-cultural

• Spiritual /    
existential

Awareness, modulation and adaptation of sensation, 
emotion, cognition and arousal processes

Development of control, efficacy, resilience, self-worth, 
hope

Social connection, identity, status, meeting material and 
financial needs, contributing

Meaning, life purpose, creativity, expression, growth, 
integration, connection with higher cause or power

Break time!

A Continuum of Occupational Engagement The Dynamics of Disengagement

“I just lie in bed all day and night. I don’t do 

anything. You’re dead, you have got no 

senses. 

You don’t want to see anyone, you don’t 

want to talk to anyone, you don’t want to do 

anything, you just want to be left alone and 

lie there. 

It was amazing how much I could sleep, and 

be oblivious, that is what I lived for... 

you almost feel like a non-person. It is like 

you have no purpose, you have no 

identity, and you have nothing to define 

yourself…”
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The Dynamics of Disengagement

Body

Time

Space

Others

Meaning

Disengagement and Recovery

 Disengagment as a space of Asylum

 from Gk ‘asylon’ a refuge where one cannot be seized

 Distance provides perspective

 The empty ‘nothingness’ calls for active meaning and sense 

making

 Re-grounding in one’s fundamental being and becoming in 

the form of care and hope 

The Dynamics of Partial Engagement

“It is like re-engaging with the world even if it is 

not person to person, but you are out there you 

know and life is going on around you. When 

you are at home it is very easy to forget that 

there is actually a lot of stuff going on out 

there...” 

“I can think of specific day when I was [working] 

in the garden. It was plodding type of work and 

that was how I felt in myself. I just felt heavy 

and slow, really heavy and slow and I just did it. 

There was no excitement at having got it done. I 

used to be just plodding; mindless, mind 

numbing type of work, but no satisfaction at all. 

I didn’t go inside and think, doesn’t that look 

fantastic. It wasn’t my most pleasurable time”. 

The Dynamics of Partial Engagement

Body

Time

Space

Others

Meaning

Partial Engagement and Recovery

 Partial Engagement as a space of Respite

 From the French ‘respit’ to linger or tarry

 The struggle to engage attunes one to immediate 

concerns and possibilities

 Opens the dialogue between embodied being and 

the world-at-hand

 Re-grounding in one’s body and the immediate world

The Dynamics of Everyday Engagement

”In all honesty over the whole period my

major problem was not actually doing the

job, the practicalities of it, it was the people

interaction, it was being part of the world. It

is not feeling like you fitted in it, 'I must do

this'

I actually sort of surprised myself but I did do

a little bit of teaching, like free lancing.

Someone said 'would you come and take

this class'? The first time I went I got to the

door, sweating, shaking but I did and I found

that yes I could still do it and I actually was

very good at it still”
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The Dynamics of Everyday Engagement

Body

Time

Space

Others

Meaning

Everyday Engagement & Recovery

 Engaged doing as sharing Public Space

 Opens up possibilities of belonging, social identity, 

sense of purpose,  direction and worth

 Allows reconnection with the everyday world of 

others

The Dynamics of Full Engagement
“That activity kept me occupied for a whole day and I

just forgot about everything. It just felt wonderful. I felt

very good about myself having done that. I really

made an effort. I mean, I know how to cook, so I just

didn’t slam everything in, because I knew everyone

would be delighted to come home to a dinner. I really

planned how I would do things. I had marinade,

sauces, I cut vegetables in a particular way. I did a

really good job on presenting them. The day just

disappeared, completely gone. I found that really took

me out of myself”.

“Just being creative and it flows - it just seems to take

over and do its self. It takes me out of the head space

because I am totally engrossed in what I am doing. My

mind has been totally focussed and being one... my

mind's been totally clear. I'm enjoying good feelings,

being right in the minute, in the now and totally

absorbed in it. Not being aware of the environment

because I am focused on what I am doing”

The Dynamics of Full Engagement

Body

Time

Space

Others

Meaning

Full Engagement and Recovery

 Absorbed doing as being in one’s Element

 The ‘element’ is what properly enables and draws out one’s 

own-most way of being.

 Requires a mood of equanimity and openness to what 

is present

 Allows reconnection with one’s essential self

….These are part of me, not just something I do, these are me 

and I need them..

Implications for Practice

• An understanding of the person’s experience is key – what sort 
of lived space are they in?

• The goal of therapy is the opening up of the interplay between 
person and world through occupation and reflection

• Influencing the when, how and what of engagement is 
important in altering experience and meaning

• More effective services can be created if they are responsive to 
the dynamics in different modes of engagement 
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Occupational Engagement as “Potential Play Space”

Environment
Occupational 

Form

Person

Occupational 

Engagement

‘Broaden and Build’ theory 

• Negative emotions narrow people’s thought-action 
repertoires, leading them to fight or flight reactions

• Positive emotions broaden people’s attention and 
thinking and behavioural repertoires 

• Encourages discovery of novel lines of thought or action 
and building of resources 

(Garland, Fredrikson et al, 2010) 

Embodied 
Experience of 
doing-being-

belonging-
becoming 

Mediated by: 
Occupational  Opportunities 

Occupational Form  & 
Occupational Patterns 

Language & Reflection 

Creation of a 
coherent Narrative 

of Doing-Being-
Belonging-
Becoming

Touch is an expression of the caregiver’s 

participation in the patient’s experience 

(Gadow, 1984, p. 67)

• Being tactful involves having the right touch 

or sensitivity when being-with others

• Touch is the primordial medium to 

overcome separation and relational 

distance

• Touch is an expression of the caregiver’s 

participation in the patient’s experience 
(Gadow, 1984, p. 67) 

Therapeutic Tact

Getting ‘in Touch’ through 
Presence

Just because someone’s numb with grief you don’t block [them] off. 
What you actually do is you come towards them. When you are in the 
black hole you don’t want people coming nagging at you, “come on let’s 
get going” - but you do want people to reach out to you.

I found that I wasn’t finishing things unless somebody was there. They 
didn’t even have to do it; just be there. It wasn’t that I felt guilty that 
they were there, or they would tell me off or anything. Having that 
person there I felt motivated, I felt happier at what I was doing, I felt 
less likely to dwell on anything and I felt I had achieved something. 
It really made a difference to me.

Making Sense or  ‘Grasping’ 
through Understanding

It is not just your mental health issues, [its] your normal reactions 
that people would have to the situations that they find themselves 
in. Staff who have an understanding of that and see you as a 
whole person are absolutely vital.

She was interested in everything I was experiencing …she read me 
straight up. I suppose I live on a fairly emotional level and that’s 
what she’d pick up on, and maybe we were just a really good fit. 
She never offered me things before I was ready for them, but when I 
was ready for them she knew. 

http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://potteryblog.com/uploaded_images/second_lump_of_clay-740228.jpg&imgrefurl=http://potteryblog.com/labels/how-to.html&usg=__wgbeGtYXKxDaEuCF-rcAQ5_l_Bo=&h=516&w=600&sz=60&hl=en&start=31&um=1&tbnid=lt4bv3R4muVi_M:&tbnh=116&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q%3DLump%2Bof%2Bclay%2Bon%2Bpotters%2Bwheel%26start%3D18%26ndsp%3D18%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GZHZ_enNZ229NZ230%26sa%3DN
http://images.google.co.nz/imgres?imgurl=http://potteryblog.com/uploaded_images/second_lump_of_clay-740228.jpg&imgrefurl=http://potteryblog.com/labels/how-to.html&usg=__wgbeGtYXKxDaEuCF-rcAQ5_l_Bo=&h=516&w=600&sz=60&hl=en&start=31&um=1&tbnid=lt4bv3R4muVi_M:&tbnh=116&tbnw=135&prev=/images?q%3DLump%2Bof%2Bclay%2Bon%2Bpotters%2Bwheel%26start%3D18%26ndsp%3D18%26um%3D1%26hl%3Den%26rlz%3D1T4GZHZ_enNZ229NZ230%26sa%3DN
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‘Taking Hold’ & ‘Holding Back’
through Commitment

It was so nice to have someone who kept to their word and took action for you 
because you couldn’t take the action yourself. He was also someone that got to 
know you, he was very reliable, he was one of those people that if said he was 
going to do something for you he would do it

It is like somebody learning to walk -you have got to make a bit of space to learn 
and sometimes they need to stop and lean on you . But they have to do it for 
themselves.  I need quite a bit of space. I think it is selfish in a kind of way, but it 
is like ‘leave me alone when I need you to, but hang about just in case’

Opening and Developing Play-Space

• Tactful practice amplifies the power of occupation 

• Helps open the ‘play space’ for occ. engagement

• Increases the interplay between the person and their 
world by altering attunement and creating ever 
broadening spirals of thinking, behaving & feeling

• Supports the articulation of meaning, including a 
sense of agency, self, possibility, and social 
connection
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A Series of Letters to the Everyday World 
•

• Dear world, 

• We have drifted apart and I am leaving you. I hung on for dear life but your soft warm 
embrace has turned cold. It is time to let go; enough talk, enough fighting. I can hardly 
look back at you -straining and shouting. You have become ugly in the struggle - Oh to 
be free of your clammy hold, pulling me this way and that. 

•

• Dear world,

• Obviously I mean nothing to you – your complete silence hurts me. Not once have you 
called I am left waiting; not knowing, blaming myself, guilty as hell, all alone I am 
unrecognisable to myself; Going over and over things in my head wondering what I did 
wrong, hating you, and hating me. Sometimes I think I miss you, and long for you to 
hold me again… 

•

• Dear world, 

• In my darkness I have come to see that I do care about you It is time you and I were 
reacquainted. I need to touch and be touched by you; But there are deep wounds 
between us, so we must take things slowly. P.S. Call me… 

•

A Series of Letters to the Everyday World 

• Dear world, 

• Thank God you called – I thought you never would. When we meet I need you 
to walk gently with me, not too fast. We need to feel our way into things, find 
our feet again. By the way, I’ve changed - I hope you still recognise me… 

•

• Dear world, 

• The other day was just like old times. When we held each other it was as 
though we’d never been apart. We must plan our days and weeks, organise our 
schedules, make the most of every minute! We belong together you and I … 
but I’m terrified of losing you. 

• Dear world, 

• I cannot believe how in love we are - you are amazing! I lose myself in your 
presence, time and space just disappear. With you, I remember who I am.

(Love After Love in Wolcott, 1987)

The time will come

When, with elation,

You will greet yourself arriving

At your own door, in your own mirror,

And each will smile at the other’s welcome,

And say, sit here. Eat.

You will love again the stranger who was your self.

Give wine, Give bread. Give back your heart

To itself, to the stranger who has loved you

All your life, whom you ignored

For another, who knows you by heart.

Take down the love letters from the bookshelf,

The photographs, the desperate notes,

Peel your own image from the mirror.

Sit. Feast on your life.


